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Build your child's beginning reading success with this set of 5 simple and fun
storybooks plus a separate parent guide! Written by educator and reading specialist Dr.
Julie M. Wood, with lively illustrations by Sebastien Braun, this set of books stars Tug
the Pup and an endearing group of characters who will lead beginners through the
proven steps for successful reading. The Learn to Read with Tug the Pup books
features sight word vocabulary, simple text, strong picture support, and character and
plot development. The parent guide lists ideas for building early literacy skills through
shared reading, games, and art activities. The 5 stories in this set are Guided Reading
Levels C–D, which means the stories are still very simple but include dialogue and are
slightly more advanced than the A and B level stories. Enter into the world of reading
with My Very First I Can Read! This comprehensive emergent reading program
addresses all the components of reading mastery based on the latest early literacy
research.
Batman and Batgirl face off with Poison Ivy in this DC Comics 8x8 storybook! Country
Fair fun turns frightful when Poison Ivy steps out of the blue ribbon pumpkin and
ensnares the citizens with her vines. It¿s up to Batman and Batgirl to nip Ivy¿s plan in
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the bud! Penworthy Prebound Edition
A little yellow dog wants ever one more thing before he'll go to sleep.
An Azimuth Stern Drive (ASD) tug boat is a high-performance vessel that is responsive,
quick to maneuver, and extremely powerful. This workbook is designed to facilitate
learning, through both intellectual and hands-on presentations. It teaches a clear
understanding of ASD tug maneuvering principles and assists the reader in acquiring
the intuitive feel for operating the tug. Text and illustrations provide exercises
recommended to build the hands-on knowledge. The book covers the basic elements of
maneuvering an ASD tug, through steering, speed, turning, stopping, hovering, and
lateral movement. Each chapter provides questions to test and strengthen the skills.
Enter into the world of reading with My Very First I Can Read! This comprehensive
emergent reading program addresses all the components of reading mastery based on
the latest early literacy research. Written by educator and reading specialist Dr. Julie M.
Wood, with lively illustrations by Sebastien Braun, this Common Core–aligned program
stars Tug the Pup and an endearing group of characters who will lead beginners
through the proven steps for successful reading. The Learn to Read with Tug the Pup
program features important Common Core State Standards connections, including sight
word vocabulary, simple text, strong picture support, and character and plot
development. The eleven short stories in box set three are Guided Reading Levels
E–G, which means the vocabulary, sentence structure, and plots are still simple, but
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richer than box sets one and two. Each box set also comes with reward stickers and a
Parents' Guide that provides hours of additional reading activities.
Captivate readers with illustrated stories about a kind alien and a giant carrot! The
carefully leveled text and playful characters make reading enjoyable for young children.
Build your child's beginning reading success with this set of 5 simple and fun
storybooks plus a separate parent guide! Written by educator and reading specialist Dr.
Julie M. Wood, with lively illustrations by Sebastien Braun, this set of books stars Tug
the Pup and an endearing group of characters who will lead beginners through the
proven steps for successful reading. The Learn to Read with Tug the Pup books
features sight word vocabulary, simple text, strong picture support, and character and
plot development. The parent guide lists ideas for building early literacy skills through
shared reading, games, and art activities. The 5 stories in this set are Guided Reading
Levels C–E, which means the stories are still very simple but include dialogue and are
slightly more advanced than the A and B level stories. Enter into the world of reading
with My Very First I Can Read! This comprehensive emergent reading program
addresses all the components of reading mastery based on the latest early literacy
research.
Mighty Tug may be the smallest boat in the busy harbor, but he is also the mightiest in
this Classic Board Book from the author of the Katy Duck and Biscuit series. Around the
gleaming channel, where the water’s deep and wide, tall ships stretch their sails and
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the ever so brave Mighty Tug leads the way across the waves. To the rescue in the
busy, busy harbor, Mighty Tug saves the day every time. Mighty Tug is the smallest,
strongest, and bravest boat of all.
"A simple, sweet picture book about the joys of waiting and taking in what is around
you"-Learn to Read with Tug the Pup and Friends! Box Set 1Levels Included: A-CHarperCollins
Financial Times: 'gorgeously vibrant' Tortoise is on the hunt for a friend, but only encounters
huge Elephant and Hippo, who are mean about his small size and wrinkly skin. But although
Tortoise isn't big, he is certainly brainy! He sets out to show Elephant and Hippo that biggest
doesn't mean best by challenging them to a tug of war. They sneeringly accept… but little do
they know that they have really agreed to fight each other! A funny, heartwarming retelling of
this well-known folk tale about brains vs brawn with beautiful, stylish illustrations. A special
book that teaches that wit and wisdom are more important than size and physical strength, and
friendship is what matters most.
The life of Ben Franklin, a key leader in the founding of the United States, is introduced in this
early reader biography. Ben Franklin was a famous inventor, statesman, and writer who helped
the thirteen colonies become the United States. From inventing the lightning rod to helping
write the Declaration of Independence, his big ideas had a lasting impact on American history.
Beginning readers will learn about the milestones in Ben Franklin’s life in this Level Two I Can
Read biography. This biography includes bonus materials, complete with a timeline and
historical illustrations, including Franklin’s electrical machine invention and his leaf print money
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that couldn’t be counterfeited. Ben Franklin Thinks Big is a Level Two I Can Read, geared for
kids who read on their own but still need a little help. Whether shared at home or in a
classroom, the engaging stories, longer sentences, and language play of Level Two books are
proven to help kids take their next steps toward reading success.
An astonishing story that puts a human face on the ongoing debate about immigration reform
in the United States, now updated with a new Epilogue and Afterword, photos of Enrique and
his family, an author interview, and more—the definitive edition of a classic of contemporary
America Based on the Los Angeles Times newspaper series that won two Pulitzer Prizes, one
for feature writing and another for feature photography, this page-turner about the power of
family is a popular text in classrooms and a touchstone for communities across the country to
engage in meaningful discussions about this essential American subject. Enrique’s Journey
recounts the unforgettable quest of a Honduran boy looking for his mother, eleven years after
she is forced to leave her starving family to find work in the United States. Braving
unimaginable peril, often clinging to the sides and tops of freight trains, Enrique travels through
hostile worlds full of thugs, bandits, and corrupt cops. But he pushes forward, relying on his wit,
courage, hope, and the kindness of strangers. As Isabel Allende writes: “This is a twenty-firstcentury Odyssey. If you are going to read only one nonfiction book this year, it has to be this
one.” Praise for Enrique’s Journey “Magnificent . . . Enrique’s Journey is about love. It’s
about family. It’s about home.”—The Washington Post Book World “[A] searing report from the
immigration frontlines . . . as harrowing as it is heartbreaking.”—People (four stars) “Stunning .
. . As an adventure narrative alone, Enrique’s Journey is a worthy read. . . . Nazario’s
impressive piece of reporting [turns] the current immigration controversy from a political story
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into a personal one.”—Entertainment Weekly “Gripping and harrowing . . . a story begging to
be told.”—The Christian Science Monitor “[A] prodigious feat of reporting . . . [Sonia Nazario is]
amazingly thorough and intrepid.”—Newsday
Learn to read with young Amelia Bedelia! Amelia Bedelia has been loved by readers for more
than fifty years, and it turns out that her childhood is full of silly mix-ups, too! Amelia Bedelia
loves her school. Her whole class gets along—except when it rains. Then they split into two
groups—the Puddle Jumpers and the Puddle Stompers. Both clubs ask Amelia Bedelia to join,
but she doesn't want to choose between her friends. Oh, no! Luckily Amelia Bedelia finds a
solution that makes a big splash with everyone. The childhood adventures of America's favorite
housekeeper will keep newly independent readers laughing, reading, and expanding their
vocabularies! Amelia Bedelia Joins the Club is a Level 1 I Can Read book, which means it's
perfect for children learning to sound out words and sentences.
Little Tug knows what to do when the tall ship, the speedboat, and the ocean liner need him,
and at such times, he is indispensible.
“The Bean Trees is the work of a visionary. . . . It leaves you open-mouthed and smiling.” —
Los Angeles Times A bestseller that has come to be regarded as an American classic, The
Bean Trees is the novel that launched Barbara Kingsolver’s remarkable literary career. It is the
charming, engrossing tale of rural Kentucky native Taylor Greer, who only wants to get away
from her roots and avoid getting pregnant. She succeeds, but inherits a three-year-old Native
American girl named Turtle along the way, and together, from Oklahoma to Arizona, halfCherokee Taylor and her charge search for a new life in the West. Hers is a story about love
and friendship, abandonment and belonging, and the discovery of surprising resources in
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seemingly empty places. This edition includes a P.S. section with additional insights from the
author, background material, suggestions for further reading, and more.
1 copy
A New York Times/PBS NewsHour Book Club Pick From award-winning memoirist and critic,
and bestselling author of The Lost: a deeply moving tale of a father and son's transformative
journey in reading--and reliving--Homer's epic masterpiece. When eighty-one-year-old Jay
Mendelsohn decides to enroll in the undergraduate Odyssey seminar his son teaches at Bard
College, the two find themselves on an adventure as profoundly emotional as it is intellectual.
For Jay, a retired research scientist who sees the world through a mathematician's unforgiving
eyes, this return to the classroom is his "one last chance" to learn the great literature he'd
neglected in his youth--and, even more, a final opportunity to more fully understand his son, a
writer and classicist. But through the sometimes uncomfortable months that the two men
explore Homer's great work together--first in the classroom, where Jay persistently challenges
his son's interpretations, and then during a surprise-filled Mediterranean journey retracing
Odysseus's famous voyages--it becomes clear that Daniel has much to learn, too: Jay's
responses to both the text and the travels gradually uncover long-buried secrets that allow the
son to understand his difficult father at last. As this intricately woven memoir builds to its
wrenching climax, Mendelsohn's narrative comes to echo the Odyssey itself, with its timeless
themes of deception and recognition, marriage and children, the pleasures of travel and the
meaning of home. Rich with literary and emotional insight, An Odyssey is a renowned authorscholar's most triumphant entwining yet of personal narrative and literary exploration. Named a
Best Book of 2017 by NPR, Library Journal, The Christian Science Monitor, and Newsday A
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Kirkus Best Memoir of 2017 Shortlisted for the 2017 Baillie Gifford Prize

mpulsive, YES. Irresponsible, SURE. Necessary, PROBABLY. Going to end
badly, most likely. Does any of that matter to me, no. I decided that I can't please
everyone so this week my only goal is to please me. I'm a selfish cow but I can't
seem to help it. I'm Clara Lord. I own Bloodline's Tattoo Parlor, have a filthy
mouth, no filter and a really strong objection to bossy idiots, pet names and
wealthy men. You will hate me, love me or love to hate me but either way, it
doesn't matter. Everything I touch turns to crap and it's all my fault. See, I lived
through hell. Then I escaped hell and carefully spent the next eight years crafting
a perfect little life until Domini Napoli screwed it all up. Now nothings right.
Everything's wrong and all my secrets are coming out. Obviously, I have to fix it,
my life, the problem is I don't really trust anyone and I don't know how. Dominic
baffles me. Sawyer adores me. Amanda and Marg try to keep me in line and I
live for Allie. This whole thing is a cluster F***. I want them both in different ways
but I have Alliecat to protect in the mix. I keep thinking the only way out of this is
to take Allie and run...again. Leave both men behind and go back to Allie and
Clara take on the world...is thirty-three too old to do that now? It didn't seem so
bad at twenty-four but to have to do all that work again... crap.
Learn to read with young Amelia Bedelia! Amelia Bedelia has been loved by
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readers for more than fifty years, and it turns out that her childhood is full of silly
mix-ups, too! The star of the bestselling picture book series now has her own
Level 1 I Can Read books that will keep newly independent readers laughing,
reading, and expanding their vocabularies. When Amelia Bedelia’s neighbor and
very best friend Jen moves away, Amelia Bedelia is sad. One day, a new
neighbor moves in. But she isn’t anything at all like Jen. Or is she? Amelia
Bedelia discovers that friends come in all shapes and sizes, in this Level 1 I Can
Read book about friendship that is perfect for children learning to sound out
words and sentences.
The day after King Street Kennels returns Jason, a Labrador found roaming the
local dog show, to a loving family, Mr. Scott, a professional breeder, arrives with
the papers to prove that Jason--or rather Junior--is his dog.
Mmutla the hare is cunning. When you have Ntsu the eagle soaring high in the
sky looking for her supper, and Tswhene the baboon vowing to throw you off a
cliff, you need all the tricks you can think of. When Mmutla the hare tricks Tlou
the elephant and Kubu the hippo into having an epic tug of war, the whole
savanna is soon laughing at their foolishness. However small animals should not
make fun of big animals and King Lion, together with Tswhene the baboon and
wise old Khudu the tortoise set out to teach Mmutla a lesson - but the clever hare
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is always one step ahead.
The first title in our exciting new vehicle range – perfect for pre-school boys
everywhere! Splash into adventure at the harbour with Toot and Pop: two
appealing new characters from Sebastien Braun.
Anansi might be a king but he is also just a spider, so can he really beat Elephant
and Rhino in a tug of war? Part of the Usborne Reading Programme developed
with reading experts at the University of Roehampton, specially written for
children just starting to read alone. This ebook includes audio and readingrelated puzzles. "Crack reading and make confident and enthusiastic readers
with this fantastic reading programme." - Julia Eccleshare
Build your child's beginning reading success with this set of 5 simple and fun
storybooks plus a separate parent guide! Written by educator and reading
specialist Dr. Julie M. Wood, with lively illustrations by Sebastien Braun, this set
of books stars Tug the Pup and an endearing group of characters who will lead
beginners through the proven steps for successful reading. The Learn to Read
with Tug the Pup books features sight word vocabulary, simple text, strong
picture support, and character and plot development. The parent guide lists ideas
for building early literacy skills through shared reading, games, and art activities.
The 5 stories in this set are Guided Reading Levels E–F, which means the
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vocabulary, sentence structure, and plots are still simple, but richer than sets one
and two. Enter into the world of reading with My Very First I Can Read! This
comprehensive emergent reading program addresses all the components of
reading mastery based on the latest early literacy research.
In Book 1 of the Tug of War Series, I begin to ask the hard questions for you - the
questions you might not want to hear but need to be said! In doing, so my goal is
to help you form a better understanding of the world of work today based on
some of my own experiences and the ever-changing work landscape. Personally,
I've been through it all. I've worked for multiple corporations, been hired on empty
promises, as well as seen my fair share of successes throughout my life as an
entrepreneur. But I also know that change is happening, and even more is on the
way; jobs are becoming scarcer, corporations are becoming more ruthless, and
more people are striking out on their own to build the lives they desire. Why can't
you be one of them? So take the dive with me, and together we'll start exploring
what it means to become a person who deserves more, stands up for more, and
gets it.
Turtle Tug is on the lookout! This chugging, tugging turtle powers through gusty
winds and treacherous tides, combing the seas to protect his friends from a
dangerous storm. From panicking puffins to entangled sperm whales, Turtle Tug
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is out to rescue all his sea-dwelling friends. He's a turtle tugboat on a mission to
make the world a safer place. A Christy Ottaviano Book
Had He Returned for Her…Or Their Son? Life wasn't easy as a single mom, but
somehow Win had managed to raise a son that any mother could be proud of. Now
Charlie's father was back on the scene—and demanding as share in his child. But was a
share all James wanted? Could it be that her seductive ex-husband meant to take
Charlie away from her? All Win knew was that in the space of a few days James had
managed to turn her calm, self-assured world upside down. But was her concern more
about Charlie's future—or her own?
Build your child's beginning reading success with this set of 5 simple and fun
storybooks plus a separate parent guide! Written by educator and reading specialist Dr.
Julie M. Wood, with lively illustrations by Sebastien Braun, this set of books stars Tug
the Pup and an endearing group of characters who will lead beginners through the
proven steps for successful reading. The Learn to Read with Tug the Pup books
features sight word vocabulary, simple text, strong picture support, and character and
plot development. The parent guide lists ideas for building early literacy skills through
shared reading, games, and art activities. The 5 stories in this set are Guided Reading
Levels A–B, which means it's the perfect entry point for new readers, with simple and
predictable stories. Enter into the world of reading with My Very First I Can Read! This
comprehensive emergent reading program addresses all the components of reading
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mastery based on the latest early literacy research.
Meant for “bigger things,” Scuffy the Tugboat sets off to explore the world. But on his
daring adventure Scuffy realizes that home is where he’d rather be, sailing in his
bathtub. For over 50 years, parents and children have cherished this classic Little
Golden Book.
One moment I was in that most beautiful place called Paradise. Suddenly, I heard the
words, "I'm performing a miracle. I'm letting you live." Whoosh! Instantly I was back in
my crumpled body. I found myself looking up at a very startled lady who had been
cradling my lifeless head. Then my eyes frantically searched the faces of all those who
had gathered around me, I asked as I labored to breathe, "Can anybody pray for me?"
The crowd, mostly burly-looking men, slowly shook their heads from side to side as if in
some sort of trance. No. As I realized what a desperate situation I was in, I repeated the
question, "Can anybody pray for me?" Once again, as if in unison, they shook their
heads. No. Now I frantically gasped for air as my lungs quickly filled with blood.
"Somebody, please pray!" Then a hush fell over the crowd as one small boy pushed
them all aside, kneeled in the broken glass, grease, and wreckage, slid his cap off his
little head, and said, "Mister, I can."
Learn to read with young Amelia Bedelia! Amelia Bedelia has been loved by readers for
more than fifty years, and it turns out that her childhood is full of silly mix-ups, too! In
this Level 1 I Can Read! story, Amelia Bedelia goes shopping for shoes on a shoestring
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budget! Amelia Bedelia and her mother need new shoes, but Amelia Bedelia adores
her comfy, broken-in sneakers. But the shoe is on the other foot when Amelia Bedelia
spots the perfect pair—only to find out that they belong to Mary Jane! This Level 1 I Can
Read! series featuring the childhood adventures of Amelia Bedelia will inspire newly
independent readers to laugh, read, and expand their vocabularies.
Milly the cat and her friend Tug the mouse challenge each other to a spelling contest,
argue about who is a better actor, and have other adventures.
Enter into the world of reading with My Very First I Can Read! This comprehensive
emergent reading program addresses all the components of reading mastery based on
the latest early literacy research. Written by educator and reading specialist Dr. Julie M.
Wood, with lively illustrations by Sebastien Braun, this Common Core–aligned program
stars Tug the Pup and an endearing group of characters who will lead beginners
through the proven steps for successful reading. The Learn to Read with Tug the Pup
program features important Common Core State Standards connections, including sight
word vocabulary, simple text, strong picture support, and character and plot
development. The eleven short stories in box set one are Guided Reading Levels A–C,
which means it's the perfect entry point for new readers, with simple and predictable
stories. Each box set also comes with reward stickers and a Parents' Guide that
provides hours of additional reading activities.
This set of 12 simple and fun Pete the Cat storybooks is an excellent choice to share
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during homeschooling. It’s a fun way to learn to read and as a supplement for activity
books for children ages 3 to 6. Enter into the world of reading with My First I Can Read!
New York Times bestselling author and artist James Dean’s Pete the Cat helps kids
learn to read with phonics. Who knew reading could be so groovy! Reviewed by a
phonics expert, these 12 short full-color books feature repeated examples of short and
long vowel sounds and common sight words. Each of the simple stories in this box set
is designed to teach kids how to master reading while rocking out with Pete the Cat.
Phonics teaches children the relationship between letters and the sounds they make. A
child who has mastered these relationships has an excellent foundation for learning to
read and spell. According to the National Institute of Child Health & Human
Development, a child who has learned phonics has a method to recognize familiar
words and “decode” unfamiliar ones.
This is a childrens book about a little tug boat who is just looking for some friends so he
wont be lonely. so he travels down the river just to see who he can meet. and makes
some friends along the way.

Hippopotamus and Elephant bully Hare for being small in size and possessing a
twitchy nose, until Hare demonstrates his wit when he challenges the large
animals to a tug-of-war competition and claims he can win.
Discusses the use of leveled texts in kindergarten through eighth-grade
classrooms, examines the "text base" needed for effective language literacy
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instruction, provides guidelines for creating a high-quality leveled book collection
and matching books to readers, and explains how to analyze and level books.
Tough Tug, a new boat, is excited to show the others what he can do, but on his
first tow job to Alaska, he learns an important lesson.
Though originally geared toward the young adult market, Space Tug, the second
novel in Murray Leinster's Joe Kenmore series, contains enough action and
adventure to keep readers of any age engaged. The plot centers on the operation
of a space station and is chock-full of the kind of technical details and
suspenseful ordeals that fans of golden-era science fiction are sure to appreciate.
A group of children play a game of tug-of-war and explain the rules.
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